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categories are negated, repose in that
which negated everything… The Self (the
very essence of the Absolute) will then
reveal itself as clearly as the amalak fruit
in one’s palm. But whom would it reveal?
It would do so to none but itself… the Self
would be revealed to the Self!

This is even greater than having darshan
of God, for one may cry on having darshan
of Thakur ji (Lord Krishna) or Allah; even
after having darshan of God, a person can
weep. But once Self-realization is attained,

there’s nothing for one to cry or complain
about – it all just vanishes. Then, the Self-
realized one himself or herself will become
Allah or Thakurji; then even the wind
touching the body of such a great one will
destroy the sins of the people. Even persons
blessed with your gracious glance will
become venerable. Not just this, such an
attainment would make you so pious and
holy, that even Yama-duta (the messenger
of death) will never dare come near those
blessed with your glance.                        m

Shri Ashok Singhalji, the initiator of Shri Ram Janma
Bhumi Movement had two goals; One has been achieved,

now the second one is awaited: Saint Community
It is a well-known fact that the former

international working president of Vishva
Hindu Parishad (VHP) – Shri Ashok
Singhalji and the BJP , Member of
Parliament as well as renowned jurist – Dr.
Subramanyan Swamy have contributed
greatly to the cause of building the Ram
temple at the birthplace of Lord Rama
(Ayodhya). But are you aware that both of
these leaders have also strongly advocated
one more crucial issue and that is Pujya
Bapuji’s acquittal. Both of them have stated
openly on several platforms that Sant
Asharamji Bapu is innocent, that he has
been framed and hence he should be
acquitted at the earliest. Both Ashok
Singhalji and Dr. Subramanyan Swamy
have travelled to Jodhpur to meet Pujya
Bapuji in jail.

What Singhalji had to
say about Pujya Bapuji?

After the meeting with
Bapuji at Jodhpur Central Jail,
Singhalji while addressing the
media said, “Anyone can be

trapped by misuse of the law. This case and

all allegations levelled against Asharamji
Bapu are concocted and the entire story is
cooked-up. Bapuji at the age of 80 years has
been immensely persecuted and by using his
name and this fabricated case as a means, it
is an assault like an axe on the heads of
Hindu saints and the Hindu community .
Foreigners donate huge funds to create an
antipathetic environment against Hindu
Dharma in India. They have no idea about
Hindu roots. They may destroy themselves,
but they will never be able to demolish us.
Bapuji till today has been working for the
revival in society of our Hindu culture. The
entire Hindu community will remain
indebted to him for the great work of making
even tribal people and forest-dwellers
believers in our culture and they shall never
be able to repay the debt they owe to Him.
This great personality has initiated various
types of philanthropic activities in the
backward areas. Apparently, those who
cannot tolerate his huge efforts and work in
this regard, wish to defame him in the same
way as Shankaracharya Shri Jayendra
Saraswatiji was defamed.” (P.T.O.)
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What Dr. Subramanyan
Swamy has been saying?

The renowned jurist Dr.
Subramanyan Swamy has
already stated that, “According

to the alleged victim girl’ s cell phone
records, the time when she claims she was
in the Kutir; she was not actually there! And
exactly at that time, Bapuji was busy in a
satsang programme; and immediately after
that, he was attending an engagement
ceremony. Clearly, Bapuji was also not
present at the Kutir. Even a spurious age
certificate of the girl has been made to
portray that the girl’s age to be under 18
years, and therefore the new POCSO law
has been imposed. Innocent and gullible
Hindus are not able to visualize the invisible
mechanism working behind the defamation
of Hindu saints, which is a part of a massive
conspiracy by certain powers opposing
Hindus as well as our Hindu nation. This
case against Sant Shri Ashramji Bapu is
completely bogus.”

Remembered by the Saints at
Ayodhya on Foundation Ceremony

It should be noted that it is not only
Singhalji or Dr. Swamy who sees Bapuji as

innocent, but the renowned
Mahanta and Chairman of
Ram Janmabhoomi Trust
Shri Nritya Gopal Dasji
believes the same. He has

clearly stated that, “People have tremendous
faith in Sant Asharamji Bapu and therefore
the conspirators need some or other strong
support to frame him. That is why they have
concocted a character related blame but
Asharamji Bapu is a Mahatma.”

Bharatiya Jankranti Dal,
State President of Ayodhya –
Dr. Shri Rakesh Sharanji
Maharaj recalling the life of
Shri Singhalji said,

 

“There

were two core goals of Shri Ashok Singhalji
– the initiator of Shri Ram Janmabhumi
movement. The first was to build the temple
of Shri Rama at Ayodhya, the birthplace of
Lord Rama, and the other was the release
of innocent Sant Shri Asharamji Bapu who
has been a strong opponent of religious
conversion, and who infused Rama’s name
in the hearts of even small children. The first
goal has certainly been achieved, but when
shall the government achieve the second
goal? A great Sant who strove for protection
of Hindu Dharma and worked hard to resist
religious conversions, should have been
present at this ceremony (laying the
foundation of the Rama Temple), but on the
contrary, He is today in jail!”

Mahanta Pavankumardas
Shastriji, Mahamantri,
Ayodhya Sant Samiti: “Since
the smear campaign was
launched against revered Pujya
Bapuji, I have been constantly affirming
with all conviction that the allegations are
completely false and fabricated. Such
ongoing attempts will bring no good to this
nation. The people who are sitting in the
field of the ruling government, Law and
rights should ponder over this issue with due
seriousness. Let bygones be bygones but its
expiation should be to release the saints and
Mahatmas with due respect.”

Many other saints and mahatmas present
on the occasion of Shri Rama Janmabhumi
Shilanyasa, also expressed unanimity on the
resolve of Ashok Singhalji.

Dr. Shri Krishna Puriji
Maharaj, All South India
In-charge Rashtriya Sant
Suraksha Parishad, and
Mahamantri of Sant
Prakoshtha Maharashtra state: “This
injustice done to Sant Shri Asharamji
Bapu is nothing but a part of politics. A
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saint of such high order can never commit
such a lowly act. It is utterly unfair for
the country that holds her identity by the
Hindus, to witness such injustice done to
a Hindu saint here.”

Mahanta Chinmayadasji
Maharaj, Katara Kuti
Dham, Ayodhya also stated
that “Asharamji Bapu is
undoubtedly a very great saint.

If he had nothing special in him, then crores
of devotees would not be standing by him
today. I can say with all confidence that he
has accepted this blemish only for the
welfare of the masses. Bapu accepted the
blemish but he never ever resorted to an
out of court settlement. I bow down my
head a crore times before him.

Injustice has been done to every saint
who has worked for the protection of
Sanatan Sanskriti, be it Sant Kabirji, Guru
Nanakji, Swami Vivekanandaji, or Swami
Dayanandaji.

Justice should be given to all saints
who are victims of injustice. If such saints
were not there, this country and culture
would certainly be ruined.”
Collective effort r equired for the
acquittal of Bapu like the Rama-Temple

Swami Avadhkishor
Sharanji from Ayodhya said,
“Pujya Sant Shri Asharamji
Bapu has been coercively
trapped in a conspiracy by the
missionaries, levelling false allegations by
a girl, to send him to jail. He has been
openly wronged in this case. I appeal to all
lovers of Dharma, devotees, society, saints
and great men to raise a voice for Pujya
Bapuji, the way they all did unanimously
for the Rama temple.”

Satendra Dasji Vedanti of Ayodhya
also repeated the same kind of opinion:
“Perhaps, no other saint has done the

massive amount of work to
stop religious conversions that
Sant Asharamji Bapu has done.
Such a terrible injustice has
been done to Him!

The sacrifices made by saints, the hard
work done by them and their penance will
not go in vain. I have implicit confidence
that there will certainly be a dawn when the
evil forces will be defeated and the true will
be distinguished from the false.”

National vice president of
VHP’s Gauraksha division,
Shri Avadheshji Gupta
revealed an eye-witness truth
by him of the Bharat Ratna
awardee, Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayeeji
becoming the Prime Minister of India after
seeking blessings from Bapuji. He said, “I
saw it with my own eyes when Atalji
arrived at Pujya Bapuji’s satsang. Bapuji
placed his hand on Atalji’s head and Atalji
became the Prime Minister in the same
term. Bapuji is a siddha saint, an Avatara.
The age group to which Bapuji belongs at
present is of an elderly person; from this
perspective also, it is totally unfair to keep
him imprisoned. All that he has done for
humanity, with a spirit of self-surrender is
itself a great service, and that is why he is
venerable, and being worshipped by people.
In whatever possible way, the present ruling
government should consider this as a matter
of priority and by taking thoughtful and
firm decisions. He should be released from
Jail at the earliest.”

Certainly, one dream of Shri Ashok
Singhalji, VHP along with millions of
culture lovers has come true in the form of
the construction of the Rama temple, but
now it is the time for their other dream of
Pujya Bapuji’s acquittal to also come true at
the earliest. This is the demand of crores of
countrymen. (Compiler: Dharmendra Gupta)
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You will have the most unique Vijaya Dashmi
(Dussera – 25th October)                          – Pujya Bapuji

VijayÍ Dashmi conveys the message that
the one who is cheerful, enthusiastic and
courageous always receives the support of
God. One must never give up one’s own
ethics, Dharma and zeal even when faced
with a sinner, an egomaniac ruling an
empire and immorality prevailing
everywhere. Crooked Ravana, who led an
amorous and luxurious life, had so much
affluence at his disposal.

Yet if animals like
monkeys and bears easily
defeated not only the titan
Ravana but also his army
of huge demons, then
surely as humans you are
capable of much more.

The consciousness abiding in a woman’s
body is also capable of killing huge demons.
The divine Mother, for instance, can kill the
demon MahishÍsura, so why can’t you kill
the ignorance within yourself? If the
monkeys and bears are capable of killing
the demons of Ravana, then why can’t you
kill the Ravana in the form of desires and
ego within you? Actually, you can, provided
you have enthusiasm and fearlessness. Both
these qualities don’t descend from heaven
or the nether world, rather the key to
developing them lies in doing meditation,
pranayama and chanting God’s name.

…then your victory is guaranteed
Let us assume you do bhajan (devotional

practice) for around 40-50 years. You
become a man of righteousness in the days
of doing bhajan, but when you come under
the influence of a debasing environment you
begin dancing to the tunes of dormant lust,
anger, desires. Why? It is because your
bhajan remains superficial, it does not

penetrate deep into your inner
consciousness. As a result, victory is
attained not by you but by the Ravana, in
the form of desire and ego.

Hence one should do japa, reflection on
God and meditation intensely. One who
meditates daily for one hour with full life-
force for 3 months will experience a
substantial transformation in his organs,

even his blood cells are
sanctified, while harmful
germs are destroyed. Now
if you become angry with
someone and curse them,
the curse will happen; and
if you speak to someone
with kindness, compassion

and benevolent feelings, it will become a
blessing to him. The period of three months
is too long, merely chanting OmkÍra (OM)
seven times with full life-force will make
you feel that your despair, frustration and
fatigue are removed.

Message of Dussera
VijayÍ Dashmi gives a message to us

that you should not fear or be hindered by
unrighteous and impure forces, no matter
how strong they may appear. No matter
how big the failure and anxiety you may
feel, no matter how titanic the enemy may
appear, they will still be nothing compared
to the strength of your inner self. Even if
you see your enemy having 20 arms and
10 heads means he has the strength of 20
arms and the intellectual power of 10 heads,
if you get associated with your inner self,
you become victorious.

On this auspicious day Lord Rama
declared his victory by vanquishing Ravana.

(Continued on page: 25...)
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Intend to make your intellect that would
reveal the Absolute Truth  – Pujya Bapuji

(Pujya Bapuji’s 57th Self-Realization Day: 18th October)

Self-realization Day is not like other
social events or religious festivals wherein
people extend good wishes or greetings.
Even the celebration of the anniversary of
birth or Nirvana (death) of saints has been
seen & heard of; but this particular event is
something that rarely takes place anywhere,
and hence, even the tradition to celebrate
this hasn’t been seen or heard of anywhere
so far. All bodies are born, and are bound to
die; but when it comes to Self-realization…
Lord Krishna says:

_Zwî`mUm§ ghòofw H${íMÚV{V {gÕ`o &
Meaning: Among thousands of men, a

rare one endeavours for perfection and
treads the path to God.

Otherwise, in general, people start
treading the path to Ishwara, Allah, or God
just to keep from, or resolve worldly
problems. Just so that one’ s means of
livelihood (job, business, etc.) and social
status should be maintained, and afterlife
should be good, people take to religiousness.
A rare person would say – “I want to have
darshan of God.”

`VVm_{n {gÕmZm§ H${íMÝ_m§ do{Îm VÎdV… &&
(The Gita: 7.03)

Meaning: Even among those successful
strivers or the perfected ones, only one
perchance knows Me in essence.

There are many such perfected ones
who manage to get the purification of
mind, the capability of being satya-
sankalpa (whatever one desires, there
and then it materialises), or siddhis
(supernatural powers) like aÔimÍ-garimÍ-
laghimÍ (capacity to grow small and
penetrate all things; extreme heaviness,
lightness or the ability to rise up), etc.;

but even amongst them, the rarest of the
rare are the ones who attain the Absolute
Truth or Ultimate Reality.

The way Hanumana acquired knowledge
of the Self from Shri Rama, Shri
Ramakrishna Paramhansa from Totapuri,
Swami Vivekananda from Shri
Ramakrishna Paramhansa, Namdev from
Sant Visoba, and Sai Lilashah from Swami
Keshavananda, thereby attaining Self-
realization; similarly, Àsumal did so by
virtue of the grace of Lilashah Prabhuji,
after which Àsumal became Asharam.
Those Holy Moments of Self-realization

In search of the Guru, I somehow arrived
at Sai Lilashah’s ashram at Nainital, where,
being a junior, I had to face discrimination
from the senior. The senior disciple, seeing
Guru’s grace being showered on me, tried
to expel me with the support of other
residents of the ashram. Guruji (Sai
Lilashah) was a visionary, but other people
would say, ‘It’s not good for a married man
to leave his wife alone and live here in the
ashram; it will bring disgrace in society, and
might lead to this & that, etc….’

On the insistence of such people wanting
to expel me from the ashram, Guruji
instructed me – “Go home and carry out
your spiritual practice (meditation,
chanting, etc.) at home.” At the behest of
Guruji, I went home. But how can one
practice meditation and other spiritual
discipline in the rajasic environment of
home! So after just 13 days, I left home to
perform 40 days’

 

AnushthÍna (the repetition
of a mantra for a set number of times during
a given period) on the banks of the River
Narmada; and then at 11 am on the second
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For StudentsFor StudentsFor Students
Honesty satisfies the Truth personified Lord

(Mahatma Gandhi Jayanti: 2nd October)            – Pujya Bapuji

The quality of the education system in
schools and universities nowadays has gone
down to such an extent that it aims at
learning by rote, just to get
the certificate, and then
wander here and there in
search of jobs. It does not
awaken the self-force and
self-consciousness.

An English education
inspector from the education
department came on a visit
of inspection. He gave a few
words to write in English as
a spelling exercise. Mohandas Karamchand
Gandhi was unable to write the words
correctly. His neighbour’s slate was correct
and hence the teacher prompted him to
copy his slate. Mohandas looked but did
not copy. The teacher tried to prompt him
again and again with the point of his boot,
but he would not be prompted. When the
examiner checked the work, the result was
that all the boys, except Mohandas, were
found to have spelt every word correctly,
yet he failed. After the inspector left, the
teacher said, “If you were unable to write,
and your neighbour showed you the correct
spelling and I also prompted you to copy
then, why didn’t you write?”

Mohandas said: “Instead of passing the
exam by copying I would rather fail with
honesty, since honesty satisfies the Truth
personified God.”

The teacher thought: ‘I am a teacher; he
is a student but actually he is my teacher!
Real (True) knowledge is in this child’s

life. One day, this child will become a very
great and famous personality .’

 

And
Mohandas became Mahatma Gandhi!

Those who side with truth-
knowledge become great
and those who strive to
attain false knowledge and
success, which increases
desire and egotism, get
deluded by success, pass
through ups and downs and
finally fall in the cycle of
8.4 million species, a series
of terrible failures.

Omo Z Va¡ ^d gmJa Za g_mO Ag nmB Ÿ&
gmo H¥$V qZXH$ _§X_{V AmË_mhZ J{V OmB Ÿ&&
“The man who, though equipped with

all these resources, fails to cross the ocean
of metempsychosis is ungrateful and
dull-witted and meets the fate of a
self-murderer.”
(Shri Rama Charita Manasa, Uttara Kanda: 44)

Mind these points
– Pujya Bapuji

E One should not scratch one’s head
with both hands. One should not touch the
head with unclean hands. Otherwise the
intellect will diminish.

E

 

The person who hides his mistakes
keeps falling down. And the person who
discloses his mistake or downfall to God,
Guru, a satsang listener close to oneself,
or a trustworthy friend and cries by
repenting one’s mistake and thereby seeks
advice, is also saved by God.
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